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ABSTRACT 

Separation energy spectra and momentum distributions for the valence 

orbitals of krypton have been obtained at a total electron energy of 

1200eV using (e,2e) spectroscopy with symmetric kinematics. The 

spectroscopic strength of the 4s orbital is found to be significantly 

split among ion states ranging into the continuum, whereas the spectroscopic 

strength of the 4p ground state transition is found to be essentially 

unity. The momentum distributions for the 4p~ and 4s" transitions 

are well described by the corresponding Hartree-Fock ground state orbital 

momentum distributions. A number of configuration interaction calcula

tions using predominantly the 4s4p and 4s 4p 4drS, configurations, have 

been carried out for the main 4s ion eigenstates. The results, although 

confirming severe splitting of the 4s spectroscopic strength, over-
6 2 

estimate the 4s4p component of the lowest S level in the ion. The 

data provides a sensitive test of the variational determination of the 

parameters of pseudostates representing configurations not treated 

explicitly. 



I. INTRODUCTION 

Electron coincidence spectroscopy is a powerful tool for studying 

electron correlation effects in the valence shells of atoms and molecules. 

These effects have recently been attracting much theoretical and experi

mental attention, the ionization of the rare gases being of particular 

interest. The noncoplanar symmetric (e,2e) separation energy spectra and 

momentum distributions obtained for argon by Weigold et al. (1973) first 

showed he strong splitting of spectroscopic (pole) strengths in the 3s 

hole states of argon. Since, then further extensive (e,2ej studies nive 

been carried out for helium, neon, argon and xenon, (McCarthy and Weigold 

1976, Hood et al. 1977, Weigold and McCarthy 1978), but for krypton only 

cr.e low energy (e,2e) measurement has been made (Keigold et al. 1975). 

These experiments all showed chat the valence s hole states of xenon and 

krypton weTe severely split as in argon, but that there was very little 

splitting of the 2s hole strength in neon. 

Photoelectron spectra following photoionization in the outer shell 

of the rare gases also show strong satellite structure in the case? of 

argon, and xenon (Spears et al. 1974, Gelius 1974, Adam et -il. i9"TSa, 

lC78b) . Spe3rs et al. (1974) aluc found significant satellite stru,-tu."c 

in the photoelectron spectrum of krypton. However the relative in'^nsitie 

of the satellite lines in all these photoelectron spectra were fo-id to 

•iepend strongly on the photon energy, and they are therefore dii'f .^ult Co 

interpret quantitatively. 1'be relative intensities of the t.e,2e) 

satellite structures are, however: independent of energy over a wide energy 

range <400eV to 25O0eV) and can be related directly to electron correlation 

effects (McCarthy and Weigold 1976). It is also worth noting that the 

satellite structure observed in the (e,2p) reaction ;s stronger then that 

observed in photoeiectron snectra for the heavier rare gases. Although 

M'gor and teron have been cxce^sivcl invest- Lj;ateci by the (e,2ei and PI-.S 

'. i •.•.•nniqiiei;, kivijt^n has not. ',; this r> ;>< r' v:v "resent -:>w '.eta: led 



(e,2e) measurements on krypton and compare them with the results of several 

configuration interaction (CI) calculations. 

Final state CI calculations for Kr have been carried out by El 

Sherbini and Farrag (1976) and Hansen (1977). El Sherbini and Farrag 
2 4 6 2 4 2 4 studied the 4s 4p 4d «* 4s4p and 4s 4p 4d ** 4s 4p Ss interactions in KrII 

using a least-squares technique to fit the observed energy levels for these 

"configurations". Hansen's calculations on the other hand were based on 

a non-relativistic inulticonfiguration Hartree-Fock (MCHF) approach using 

the MCHF program developed by Froese-Fischer (1972). The 4s4p ''S and 
2 4 1 2 4s 4p ( D)4d S eigenvectors were the only ones included in the MCHF 

expansion, which was used to calculate the energies and lifetime of the 

"4s4p " level. They found that the contributions of the two eigenvectors 

to the transition integrals nearly cancelled. 

In the present work we have carried out CI calculations on the ground 

state of krypton and or the lowest S, ion states. For the ion state 
i. 

calculations, ion H-F states were used as basis states. In some cases 

pseudostates were included m the calculation to make allowance for higher 

excited states and the continuum. 

!r. ertior, "I .-<•• give a brief cutline of the experimental arrangement 

and the theoretical background to the >e.2e) technique. Section ITI 

describe? the method employed in the r<-e:ent CI calculation of the krypton 

ground rtate and the lowest excited 75, ion ctates. A comparison between 

the fc,Ic\i measurements and tne caJculation? is inside in section iV. 

II. hXTLRIMFATAL PLTr.RMl NATION OF SPECTROSCOPIC FACTORS AND MOMENTUM PROFILE!1 

The r-xperincnts were tarried out with ;. ncn-coplanar symmetric coir, 

cidence srr-ciromet'T at a total cnerpy -J K'JOeV The experimental details 

.•nil th'. arparri'iis urea have bet.;, f illv •.!<:<••;T\hn\ bv Prion ct ;;1. ,'iySO) 

:: 'io » i : 1 not tjc n^-cure^ here. Hi' energy rc-flut l-.-r. wnr set i". 1 OeV FWHM 

and rr-» :v.r-f: *-un'' :<-•.!•• i i|t-HI;: • •.'.<'• a Spe'.'.t v : corn :• ' 1 • p'" I, r-Tt'ir was 
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admitted into the interaction region via a leak valve. In the non-coplanar 

symmetric spectrometer the two outgoing electrons in an electron impact 

ionizing event are selected to have equal energies (600eV in the present 

case) and are detected at equal polar angles (45°) relative to the incident 

electron beam. Separation energy spectra are obtained by observing the true 

coincident count rate as a function of the incident energy at fixed azimuthal 

angles <J>. and $_ of the emitted electrons, i.e. the separation or binding 

energy e is given by e = E T - (E.+E ), (where the subscript A and B refer 
1 A D 

to the emitted electrons and I to the incident electron). The momentum 

profiles are obtained by measuring the cross section at fixed binding 

energies as a function of the relative azimuthal angle <Ji = <J> - $ - TT . 

For symmetric kinematics, where E. = E_, and the magnitudes of the outgoing 

momenta k.= k_ = k and 0 = 6 = 45°, the ion recoil momentum q is given by 

q = {(/2k - kj) 2 * 2k2 sin2(<{7 2)}'" (1) 

When the^total energy is large compared with the separation energy, the 

incident and emitted electron waves can be well approximated by plane waves 

and the ion recoil momentum q̂  is equal and opposite to the momentum of the 

struck bound electron. In the plane wove impi.il5f: approximation the fc.Zcl 

cross section is given by iMcCarthv and Weigold 19"','• 

o c K l T n J d W a - ^ F l C , : * : 2 

:) 

.4, where K = V2TT) k k / V i s a k in tma t i ca l f a c t o r , inc | T ; ~ IS the half otf-

shel l ^lo?f e l e c t r o n e l e c t r o n s c a t t e r i n g cross sec t ion jTj'" is e s sen t i a l 1; 

independent of $ for symmetri.c noncoplanar ki nan* t i c s . JG' and 'V) a r e 

r e s p e c t i v e l y the e l e c t r o n i c ground s t a t e of the t a r g e t atom and the f inal 

Jon b t a t e . The an t i synr ie t r ized over lap amplitude can be wr i t ten as 

(F|G> - n*Z. a ( G M F ) C . J . (3i 
1 r ia a jot i ra ; 



4. 
where n is the dimension of the representation r, a } and t\k J are the r r a ja 
CI expansion coefficients using the Kartree-Fock (HF) functions ja-
for the target as basis functions. The basis state for the ion 3tate 
expansion consists of a single hole in the j-orbital (ii.) vector coupled 
by the Clebsch-Gordan coefficient tc a target HF state (Weigold and 
McCarthy 1978). 

In the special case when the HF ground state |0> is a good descrip-
tion of |G>, a = 0 for a * 0 and 1 for a = 0, and for a closed shell • * a 
(Keigold and McCarthy 1978) eq. (3) simplifies to 

(F|G> = t^ }* c (4) 

where ip is the characteristic orbital involved in the transition. The c 

(e.?e"; cross section is, in this target HF approximation, given by 

a = n r K [t^ )] 2|T| 2<|« c(q)| 2> (5) 

where <|<J> (q)! > is the spherically averaged square of the momentum space 

wave function of the characteristic orbital c and the factor n_ is due to 

the sum oveT degenerate final states. As mentioned earlier |T|* :S 

near: independent of q (or <£) in the iionccplanar svnnnetric gcomi't-v 

used in the present experiment. 

fhe cross section to a given final state |F) for ionization by the 

removai of an electron from the characteristic orbital \l> is thus prnptr-
c • F) , 2 nonal to the square of the CI expansion coeificier.t ; t _ J which 1, uls') IV) known as the spectroscopic factor S for orbital <~ in the ion ?t:ite | P . 

Further, it TS easy to show (McCarthy and Weigold J9 76> that the ^rbitai 
energy is simply the centroid of the separation energies of the stntc-s jT't 
brlonging to the representation r. 

1 I- " F 

Hif :f .-"'. . . T"»S!- ^(".'t 1 OIL- f .( ' .. fi fl\ i A ." f i ..: /rT"-;t ;or, i. \\ • : T 
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expansion coefficients used to describe the ionic states in terms of 

single holes coupled to target Hartree-Fock states. [More generally 

it can also give information on ground state correlation effects (Weigold 

and McCarthy 1978)]. 

III. OUTLINE OF CI CALCULATION 

The radial functions used in the calculations of the ground state 
2 and Krll S, states were determined in an L-S coupled representation of 

the atomic states. The atomic state wave-functions are represented 

by the CI expansion 

M 
¥(LS) = E a.^fe^LS) (7^ 

i=l 

where L and S are the total orbital and spin angular momenta, M is the 

number of configurational wavefunctions and a. specifies the angular 

momentum coupling scheme of the i configuration. The configurational 

wavefunctions {•.} are constructed according to {a.} from the one-electror 

functions: 

where the radial functions {P „; n - I * 1, } form an orthonormal 

set. We have chosen to express these in terms of Slater type orbitals (STO) 

where k > n - I (10) 

The coefficients {a.} in (7) are, for a given set of {*.}, thr components 

of the appropriate eigenvector of the Hamiltonian matrix with element 

H.. = <•.lH|*.> (11) 

where H represents the non-relativistic Hamiltonian operator. The 
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corresponding eigenvalue E is an upper bound to the corresponding exact 

energy and is given by 

E = <Y(LS)|H|'F(LS)> (12) 

where V(LS) is normalized to unity. 

Different choices of the parameters C. ,; I. ,; !;. . in (9), subject 

to the orthonormality conditions 
D 

. F n ' * ( r > P n £ ^ d r * 6nn. ( n * »' > »> < 1 3> 
o 

will lead to different functions {•.} and hence to different values of E 

and {a.}. The upper bound property may then be used to determine an 

optimal value of the parameters in (9). 

We chose the Is, 2s, 2p, 3s, 3p, 3d, 4s, 4p functions as the Hartree-

Fock (HF) functions of Clementi and Roetti (1974), while additional 

functions were calculated as described later. In the calculations of 

these additional functions (i.e. 4d), if we choose 

k = n - £ (14) 

ther. the coefficients C. . art1 uniqueiy determined by the condition (13) 

for a specified basis set of STO's. We have also taken 

hr* - £ * 1 

Vln£ = Jjn£ * ' " * » 

(15) 

The remaining parameters {£. .} are evaluated using the computer code 

CIVS (Hibbert 1975, Glass and Hibbert 197S) jn which the exponents are 

treated .is variational parameters of a CI trial function. 

In order to establish the importance of relativistic effects in 

<1( t.erminir.g the ronfigurat ion mixing, we have included them in the 
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Hamiltonian in several calculations. Ne include the one-electron 

operators for the mass correction, Darwin contact term and nuclear spin-

orbit interaction and the two-electron operators spin-other-orbit and 

spin-spin interactions. Hence we have to use a J-dependent CI expansion 

which takes the for* 

"i"(JM.) = I.a.*.(a.L.S.JM.) (16) 
J J 3 J 3 J J J 

where {•.} denotes a set of single-configuration wavef unctions, {a.} 

defines the coupling of the angular momenta of the eltrtrons for each 

j and {a.} are determined as the components of the appropriate eigenvector 

of the Hamiltonian matrix with basis {40. The Hamiltonian consists of 

the usual non-relativistic terms plus the one-electron J-independent 

relativistic operators and the J-dependent relativistic operators. 

IV. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 

Figure 1 shows the binding energy spectrum obtained at aiimuthal 

angles Oof0.7°, 3.8°, 6.8° and 13°. which correspond respectively tr. 

momentum values of approximately 0 1, 0.33, 0.57 and 1.C7 atomic un^s. 

The peak at 14.2eV corresponds to the knock-out of a 4p electron leavirg 

the ion in its ground electronic state. It has a maximum cross section 

at q * 0.6 a.u. The peak at 27.5eV is due to ionization of a 4s electron 

leaving the ion in the first excited state, which is usually denoted by 

the configuration 4s4p . This transition h-s a maximum cross section at 

q = 0, ir sharp contrast with the 4p ground state transition. 

The structure above 30eV shows the same dependence on momentum q a? 

does the 27.5eV transition. It must therefore be almost entirely dun to 

ionization of a 4s electron, and the 4s hole strength must be strongly 

split among a number of ion static •''Including continuum states). 

Relative to a total strength of unity, the spectroscopic strength 

(sppctrosccj it factor) for the "Tain" 4s transition "r ".S<JV I? 
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0 445 z 0.02S at q * 2 1 a.u., 0.466 z 0.032 at q = 0.33 a.u., and 

0.467 t 0.035 at q «* 0.57. This assumes that essentially all of the 

structure above 30eV belongs to the 4s hole. Any 4p (or 4d) hole 

contributions in this region would be much more significant at q " 0.6 a.u. 

than at q * 0.1 a.u. This would give rise to an apparent decrease in 

the "main" 4s spectroscopic factor with increasing q. This is definitely 

not observed, and therefore the structure above 30eV must have only 

negligible contributions from 4p or 4d orbitals. Calculations show that 

ionization from a Kr 4d orbital would give rise to a cross section similar 

in shape to that observed for a 4p orbital (fig. 2), and that for a two 

electron 4d excitation in the krypton ground state (e.g. the configuration 
2 4 2 4s 4p 4d ) the cross section should be approximately half of the 4p 

ionization cross section. 

The absence of 4d components in the ground state of the target implies 

that the valence shell of Kr niust be well described by the ground state 

Hartree-Fock configuration. As a check on the validity of the target 

Hartree-Fock approximation, we carried out a CI calculation for the Kr 

ground state. In the cr culation we allowed for all internal correlations 

keeping a constant H-F KLM core. The resultant coefficients of the 

dominant eigenvector components and their corresponding configuration are 

given in table I. The results of the calculation show that configurations 

other than 4s*'1p' are negligible in the krypton ground state, in agreement 

with our measurements. 

tiiven the validity of the target H-F approximation for krypton, we 

can determine the tr.ergy of the 4s orbital from eq. 6, namely as the 

ccntroid of separation energies for irn states belonging to that orbital. 

Analysis of the binding energy spectra (Fig. 11 gives r * 32.2 ± 0.(>eV, 

m excellent agreement with the HF value of 31.4«*V (Clementi and Roetti l''V1 . 

Figure 2 shr>ws the measure! momentum distributions for the 4p and 

ti;r ''--.in" ^ 'ranss t icr,;. <. ..mpared *ith those ohr;u:eo i? ?ng the H-F 
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wave f-inctions of Clementi and Roetti (1974). Below momenta of approx

imately 1.5 a.u. the fit to the data is excellent. Above i.5 a.u. there 

is a saall discrepancy between the observed and calculated momentum dis

tributions, probably due to distortion of the electron waves at large q 

(i.e. for close approach to the nucleus). A similar effect observed in 

Ne and Xe was explained in this way in detailed distorted wave calculations 

by Dixon et al. (1978). 

Although absolute values were not determined for the cross sections, 

relative cross sections can be obtained froa the separation entrp- spectra. 

At $ = 6.8* (q - 0.57 a.u.), the ratio of the ground state (4p ] cross 

section to the sunned 4s" cross section is 0.53 ± 0.02, whereas the 

plane wave calculation gives a cross section ratio of 0.60. ~he most 

likely explanation for this discrepancy is that absorption cf the electron 

waves is more serious for the more tightly bound <s orbital (see Dixon 

et al. 1978). Inaccuracies in the HF wave functions used in the plane 

wave calculations could aiso give rise to a small discrepancy between the 

relative cross sections. 

h'e have fitted the binding energy spectra at c = i>.~e. ~.c". and k.*c 

with Caussians of constant width g-.ven by the known energy resciuti-n ?t 
-> the known energies cf the "S, ion eigenstates usually denoted by the 

configuration 4s 4p , 4s Jp 'is , and 4i 4p ( D1 4c . The requiring 

spectroscopic factors are listed in Table II. Al«o lifted ::• Tat!-- II 

ire the intensities observer by Spears ct al . 'r.1"4t ir. cheir XP<- studies 

of the satellite structure of rare gar.es. The XPS relative intensities 

.̂  the table are an average of their Mg Kr; and At Ka . rr.cnsiti»c norr..i!i:ed 

to ium to uni*y. The XPS results differ markedly fron the present .'c,->) 

results. Thi-. could ir. j.art be ("ue to the diff:cul;> -f scp.-"-atir". -he 

structure at higher bir.dirit, enerf; :.-• their photcclectron j-pcetrum frorr 

barkg. ?und plettTcns. !:> .'dait-an. 'he <atc!litc peak idcn*:'.;cd by Fre.rs 

et :I . i9"; a? '• . r: • • • • , i •• -. r•• th •!- '•.''• . f ' .. : -..* • t • ii.. 

http://gar.es
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2 1 2 probably be identified with the 4s 4p 5s( S,) state. There is, 

however, one significant difference between XFS and (e,2e) measurements 

which should re mentioned, namely the (e,2e) data is taken at low q 

(< 1 a.u.) whereas the XPS data is taken for electrons with very high 

q (q ~ 10 a.u.). 

I': i;. interesting to compare the splitting of Jie inner valence hole 

state in the ionization of krypton with that recently obtained by Brion 

et al. (1981) for hydrogen bromide, since hydrogen bromide is isoeiectronic 

with krypton. Brion et al. (1981) measured the strength of the "main" 

inner valence hole state transition in HBr to be 0.42 ± 0.03. This value 

is very close to the present value of 0.46 t 0.02 for krypton. 

Tablt II also lists the results of various calculations which all 

giv. poie strengths for the main 4s transition significantly larger than 

that observed in the present measurements. However, none of the calcula-
2 4 2 tioTiS allow fully for ion eigenstates above the 4s 4p 4d S, state or 

for th° continuum, which begins at 38.6eV. The (e.Ze) experiment finds 

..• msid^rable strength (C.27) in this region. 

The calculated spectroscopic factors piven in Table II are just the 

square of the coefficients for the 4s 4p component in the eigenvector 

i-xpansion for the .orresponding level. Since the eigenvectors are 

expanded in terms of ion basis states, allowance must be made for the non 

orthogonality hetweer. the ground st::te 4s orbitr.1 and the 4s orbital of 

the ion. Si'.cc this correction in the present calculations is much 

smal1 cr thai' '\., it has been assumed negligible for all of the calculations. 

H;c caicilatiin (a) is by El Sh^rbini and Farrag (1977) who used a 
(i 2 4 lear.t-squares technique to fit the energies oi the 4s 4p , 4s 4;; 5s 

and 4s' Ip 4d icn it3tes (we will identify flu ion states by their most 

significant configuration.: . The resultant 4s ' spectroscopic factor 

f-tr the lowest "S ior. vatc IF 0.60, significn"*1;' larptr than the 

r.'\' •-"•: re ii va!i:>. f (\-U> * •' CL . Manner,' s \ir"t ' '•'•:• \ c nr-n-r<. !nt ivi ̂ t v: 
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MCHF calculation (b) gave a similar value for the 4s 4p spectroscopic 

factor. Columns c-£ give the results of the present calculation^. 

In calculations (c) and (d) we used a pseudo 4d orbital (4d), which was 

optimised on the lowest S state with the condition k = n - i. (eq. 14). 

The use of a pseudo-orbital should take into account to some extent the 

nd states for n > 4 and also the continuum. (c) is a non relativistic 
6 2 4 

calculation including only the 4s 4p and 4s 4p 4d configurations, 

whereas calculation (d) includes all internal correlations keeping a 

frozen KLM core and relativistic effects. The result, although somewhat 

better, is still in disagreement with the data. 

In the non-relativistic calculation (e) a 4d orbital was used, the 
2 4d orbital being , timised on the second lowest S ion state with the 2 eigenvector being constrained to be orthogonal to the lowest S state 

(Perkins 1965). Again the condition k = n - I was used and only the 

two configurations included. The resulting 4s <»p pole strength is 

almost twice the measured pole strength. TMs calculation also gave a 

significantly higher eigenvalue for the 4s 4p. level than the non-

relativisti'c calculation (c). 

Calculations (f) and (g) arc ncn-relativistic and relativistic 

calculations similar to (c) and (d) except that a 4d orbital was used 
2 4 2 which was optimised on the single configuration 4s -5p 4d S (i.e. the 

Hylleraas - Undheim theorem was not applied). Calculations (h!- t>'also 
1 4 2 used a 4d orbital optimised on the single configuration 4s" *P 4d S, 

but with k > n - I. The calculation (h) i.s non-relalivistic, whereas thf 

others all include relativistic effects. In addition in f j'; the 
2 4 2 4s #p 5s( S) configuration has been included and in 00 also the 
2 4 ? 

4s 4p Sd("5) configuration. (S.) is the • ane as (\) except that all 

internal correlations have been included, keeping a frozen core, and it 

is thorefo-t equivalent tr (d) and (gj except for the 4d optimir.at icn. 

In calculations id), (g) and '. > , \hr : wo spectroscopic factors dc 
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not add to unity, since the internal correlations included in the calcula

tion absorb some of the strength. In going from (h) to (i) to (£) we 

see that including relativistic effects and other internal correlations 

both lead to lower 4s spectroscopic factors for the 4s4p level. 

However, the inclusion of the 5s and 5d orbitals in (j) and (k) does not 

change the calculated spectroscopic factors. Surprisingly, the 5s and 5d 

levels take strength from only the 4d level. Although the more elaborate 

relativistic calculations all give lower 4s spectroscopic factors than 

the non-relativistic calculations for the lowest S level, they nevertheless 

overestimate it by approximately 0.06 to 0.13. Without including many 

more terms in the CI expansion, it is difficult to see how the calculated 

spectroscopic factor can be made to approach the observed values. It would 

be interesting to calculate the 4s spectroscopic factor for the KrII 4s4p 

level using the Green's function method, to see if it converges more rapidly 

to the measured value of 0.46 ± 0.02. 

V. CONCLUDING REMARKS 

In view of the difficulty of reproducing the experimental spectroscopic 

factors with a fairly detailed CI calculation we must try to identify the 

source of the discrepancy. 

The first possibility is that the relative spectroscopic factors 

from the experiment are not strictly proportional to the squares of the 

one-hole CI coefficients. The assumption that the differential cross 

section is proportional to the spherically-averaged square of the target-

ion overlap function depends only on the binary encounter approximation, 

n.n on further details of the reaction theory (Weigold and McCarthy 1978). 

It is closely verified by the fact that the experimental momentum distribu

tions are in agreement with calculated H-F momentum distributions and that 

the spectroscopic factors are independent of recoil momentum. The smallness 

cf p.rounci-^tate correlation:-) has been verified by a calculation. However 
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it should be noted that even moderate ground-state correlations have the 

effect of reducing the spectroscopic factors by a constant factor, so that 

their proportionality to the corresponding CI data is not affected. 

We are therefore left only with the possibility that the present CI 

calculations are inadequate. The experimental spectroscopic factors show 

that the main correlation is between the one-hole (4s" ) configuration and 
2 4 1 2 the 4s 4p 4d S configuration. It could be argued that the addition of 

variationally-determined pseudostates would account for higher configurations. 

This is clearly not the case at this level of CI. 

We conclude that the value of the (e,2e) reaction in elucidating 

structure has been demonstrated very clearly. There is no doubt that the 

addition of variational parameters in the form of pseudosrates lowers the 

energy. We are in a position to provide an answer to the question of 

whether the resulting wave functions are more physical, i.e. does the 

improvement in total energy produce a corresponding improvement in the 

wave function? 

Clearly in the present case a two-configuration variational calculation 

with pseudbstate parameters gives a less physical wave function (measured by 

the value of the rpectroscopic factor for the lowest *S state- than calcula

tions in which independently-variationally-determined orbital:- are used. 

We know that independently-variationally-determined target orbitals 

are physical in the sense that they give the correct (e,2c) momentum profile. 

Kc must therefore net assume, without examining additional evidence such a.-

spectroscopic factors, that the addition of pseudoFt.ites to a calculjtion nc; 

essarily improver the wave function, even though it improves the total energy 
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TABLE I 

Coefficients in the CI eigenvector expansion for the krypton ground state 

Configuration Expansion Coefficient 

4s2 4p6 \ 0.99254 

. 2 . 4 . .2 1. 4s 4p 4d S Q -0.08285 

-0.06736 

-0.05806 

4 P
6 4d2 \ -0.00607 

4s 4p4 4d3 1SQ -0.00330 

-0.00297 

-0.00239 

-0.00474 

o 

o 



TABLE II 
Spectroscopic factors for the 4s transitions in Kr. 

fhe error ii the last significant figure is given in brackets. 

Ion state 
separation 
energy (eVj 

Dominant 4 S , j Observed pole 
onfigura- * j strengths 

lion j 

7 .5. 

•>.: i 

•>i.y 

-.5 5 

Is 4f 
, 2 , 4 . 1 

4s 4p 4d 

Present 

0.46(2) 

0.07(2, 

0.20(2) 

y 4 i I 0.27(3) 4s" V 5d* [ 

XPS'" 

0.78Ci) 

Calculated pole strengths 

ia) (b) (c) (d) (e) (f) (g) (h) (i) (j) (k) ii) 

D.60 0.61 0.62 0.59 0.88 0.62 0.59 0.57 0.54 0.54 0.55 0.52 

0.05 0.02 0.02 

Q.3-1 0.31) 0.38 0,3b J.12 0.38 0.3o 0.43 0.46 0.44 0.12 0.4b 

0.31 

tu) El Sherbini and Farrag (1976). 
(bj Hansen (1977) 
icj - (i) Present calculations. The details are given in the text. 
dr., Spears *.-; al. (1974). 



FIGURE CAPTIONS 
00 

Figure 1 The separation energy spectra for krypton at 1200eV for 

different recoil momenta q (i.e. different out of plane 

azimuthal angles $). 

Figure 2 The non-coplanar symmetric momentum profiles for krypton 

compared with the plane wave impulse approximation using 

Hartree-Fock orbitals. The data for the ground state 

(e = 14.2eV) and the first excited state (e = 27.5eV 

transitions have been separately normalized tr the 

calculated 4p~ and 4s" cross sections. 
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Differential cross section (arb. units) 
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